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Viking Runes

by Sam Bartholomew

Here at Viewmont, Vikings hold a
special place in our hearts. In fact, I
found out I was a Viking even before
I found out I was a teacher.
Although I was expecting a call, I
was nervous when it finally came. I
hadn’t graduated yet, and I was
expecting that my first application to
be a teacher would be one of many. I
stepped outside of the cell phone
store where I was working at the
time, trying to swallow the lump that
had formed in my throat. I answered
the phone and talked with Principal
Smith for a moment, bracing myself
for the polite, “We enjoyed your
interview, but...” Finally, I thought
we’d come to it.
“I have just one more question for
you,” he said.
The store was by a busy road, and
I’m sure there were cars honking,
music playing, and crickets chirping
in the evening air, but I didn’t hear
any of it. All I heard was the beating
of my heart as I waited for him to
continue. After what seemed like
forever, he said:
“How does it feel to be a Viking?”
And that’s how I’ve thought of
myself ever since then: first as a
Viking, and then as a teacher.
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Being a Viking means being a the symbols, called runes, revealed
part of a rich culture of traditions themselves to him, and he, in turn,
here at Viewmont. It also means we passed them on to mankind.
have a special connection to Norse
mythology, and there’s one legend in
particular that has always inspired
me. In fact, it’s the legend that gave
this
magazine
its
name.
According to legend, the runes
invoked deep and potent magic,
enchanting inscribed items with
supernatural powers. While few
people in our society today believe
in such magic,
the idea that
language contains incredible powers
is not a myth at all—a fact I’m sure
anyone who’s enjoyed a good book
would attest to. Sadly, I’ve seen too
much of this magic go overlooked,
stuffed in back pockets or scribbled
in journals, never to be shared with
anyone. As an English and creative
writing teacher, one of my goals is to
change that, to give Vikings a place
they can carve their runes, leave
their mark, and share their magic
with the world. One of those places
According to Norse myths, the is Viking Legends, our annual
god Odin saw how the Norns (or literary journal. Another one is this
fates) could change the world using new monthly magazine: Viking
special symbols. The Father of the Runes.
gods discovered that he’d have to
We hope that you enjoy the runes
make a great sacrifice in order to carved here, that you can experience
learn these symbols, so he hung for yourself the magic of what it
himself upside-down from the World means to be a Viking, and that you
Tree and fasted for nine days and might feel compelled to share your
nine nights. After the last night,
own creations with us.
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by Emily Erekson
This drawing was an
exploration of perspective
on both an artistic and
humanistic level. From the
start,
I
wanted
to
accurately capture an
extreme viewpoint that
would make people think
differently about their
place in the world. While this piece challenged
my technical abilities, it simultaneously
improved them. The same idea applies to
perspective—our understanding of the world
only grows when we become willing to accept
new knowledge.
A lot of the inspiration for my artwork comes
on the spur of the moment, which was also the
case with this piece since I used a picture that I
took accidentally.
I mainly used willow charcoal, which allowed
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me to adjust my drawing easily and get a lot of work
down on the paper. Following this, I used black and white
charcoal pencils to clearly define smaller details.
However, instead of pulling every part of the drawing into
tight detail, I used a lot of loose strokes to show my
process as part of the finished drawing. This enabled me
to add much more interest to the piece by showing a
distinct style and voice.
For example, because I wanted people to be able to
look at the eyes and see a different story each time, I used
a lot of reflected light to compose them instead of basing
them entirely off my reference image. It was incredible to
watch myself grow as an artist as I broke away from the
techniques that I usually fall back on when I draw.
I am grateful that my finished piece surpassed my
original expectations because it goes to show that there is
so much to learn and so much progress to be made by
embracing what is unfamiliar to us. Life is about
perspective, and there is no greater responsibility than to
increase ours.
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The Millennial God

[Insert Title Here], Issue 1

Behold, the goddess,
Glory and Time.
She has blessed us
with early mornings and late nights.
She has been shown to us from
a mythical, millennial utopia:
Starbucks.
She has also been spotted in
convenience stores,
chocolate,
and poor college student
mini-fridges.
We offer her
baggy eyes,
sore bodies,
and weak minds.
All praise The Millennial God:
Caffeine.

So there's this fellow right, he's a pretty bright

by Teia Wheeler

Meme of the Month

by Jaxon Lyman

kid I guess. Let's do a fantasy this time because
I like those. So this kid is super intelligent,
probably a merchant’s son or something. so he's
like pretty rich so he can get an education
because those costed a ton back then. He
obviously has a fantasy sounding name, but it sounds like the name
of someone smart. Let's do Tesla. So like just add a few syllables,
actually no add consonants. Teslan. No that sounds too similar.
Teslin. Sure, it works.
Ok this kid Teslin works for his pa as a merchant and they go on
expeditions to secure trade deals. Like they lead caravans, ‘cause
they are so heckin rich and have lots of crap to sell. Teslin, though
smart, doesn't like merchanting all that much. Generic fantasy
motivation: he wants to be a hero. I don't know. To be slightly more
creative, he wants to be powerful. Probably the best route would be
to become a soldier. Unfortunately, there's no war going so he can't
be conscripted. Instead he'll have to come up with some sort of
excuse.
Anyway he's talking with his pa one day in the caravan, and they
get attacked by bandits. This is Teslin's call to adventure, you know?
Fight those bandits off and become a hero. He'll be so good at it that
his dad will understand when he wants to be a soldier not a merchant.
And his mom won't worry, cause he can obviously handle himself.
Imagine like 2 pages of him imaging how good his life will be.
Scratch that, make it 3.
So Teslin pulls a sword out of the back of his wagon. His dad was
going to sell it, but Teslin took it so he could practice (he was going
to give it back). And Teslin starts fighting against these bandits. He's
smart, so he knows something of battle tactics. We can imagine him
emulating a general he read about. Unfortunately, because our boy is
naive and arrogant, he loses hard. Let's say his arm gets cut off. Big
oof for our hero, but his story’s just getting started.
So then he gets kidnapped or something while the actual guards,
mercenaries, fight off the bandits using actually effective tactics for
the situation. The bandits flee, but they take Teslin captive, hoping to
get like a bounty, but the reverse. Like a... ransom. They hold him for
ransom.
So our boy is stuck with the bandits. Let's say that there's a nice
bandit leader that these bandits work for . Not work for, but they are
extorted into this sort of huge bandit syndicate. The leader is a super
chill dude, he just loves money, so Al Capone or something.
continued on page 4
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continued from page 3

Puzzles and Riddles

So Capone... or more fantasy December Prompt
sounding idk, let's say Caplo. So
Capo is talking to these stupid
You’ve been involved in a horrible
bandits, and he's like, "You can't just
accident that has muddled 2 or
kidnap a child from a rich family,"
more of your senses (you might
and Teslin is thinking, oh so he's a
hear colors or taste sounds, etc.).
good guy, right? Wrong. Coplin
What revelations do you have
says, "The rich guy is going to get
about the world around you?
an army and we’re going to be
running for the hills.” Then Teslin is
Submissions should be 250 - 1000
like “Oh crud, well at least I'll get
words. Send all work to:
freed by my pa's army.” Then Copla
ViewmontVikingRunes@gmail.co
says, "Kill him!" Teslin begins to
m
realize he's in deep crud. Teslin
argues that they can't just kill him
because his da's going to send an Viking Legends
army after him anyway, and they can
avoid any bloodshed by just handing
Submit your work to the school’s
him over.
literary journal and become a
Will Teslin manage to escape Viking Legend!
Carpo’s bandit army?
Viewmont’s literary journal is
Will his dad come back for him?
now accepting submissions for the
Will Jaxon ever actually finish the Spring 2019 issue of Viking
story?
Legends.
Find out on the next exciting issue
of [Insert Title Here]!
Types of submissions accepted:
● Short Stories
● Poetry
Writing Prompt
● Photographs
● Drawings/paintings
● Original memes
Each month we’re going to give
● Other visual art
Viewmont a writing prompt and ask

The Norse loved puzzles and
riddles—and so do we!
The first puzzle we have for you
this month is the Viking Runes
Magazine’s symbol. Your task is to
figure out what it means. Hint:
we’ve provided everything you need
here in the magazine.

everyone to respond. We’ll take the
best responses and publish them in
the next issue. You’ll even receive a
certificate saying you’ve been
published! The real prize, of course,
is seeing your name in print and
knowing that others will enjoy and
appreciate your work.
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Send your submissions to

VikingLegendsJournal
@gmail.com

Send
your
answers
to
ViewmontVikingRunes@gmail.com
to be entered into a drawing for a
Chick-fil-A
gift
card!
We’ll
announce the winner next month.
Submit to Viking Runes
How to contribute

Got something to share? Send it
in and we’ll consider it for
publication in our next issue!
Keep in mind that any art will be
represented in black and white on
physical copies of Viking Runes.
They will be in color on the online
version of the magazine.
Send all submissions to
ViewmontVikingRunes@gmail.co
m, and keep your eyes open for a
reply!
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